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faced creator of the universe. Exhibit therein the goddess
Lakshmi as champooing a leg of the God, and the female
personifications of the divine energy known as J&imala,
etc., as blowing chowries unto him (20—24). The manifes-
tation of Vishnu, designated as Rudra KesavaB is to
be represented as carrying a trident and an Asti in his
two right hands, and a gada and a Chakra in the twio left;
The right half part of the body shall have all the features of
the image of Mahadeva, and the left half shall have tho of a
statue of Vishnu, and the images of Lakshmi and Gouri are to
be located on each side (25}. The image known as that of
Jiayaczrsa sfiall hold the divine conch shell, gada (club), lotus
Sower and the Vedasin his four hands. Its left leg should be
placed on an image of the serpant Ananta^ and his right on
the back of a carved tortoise (26). Datvatraya shall be
represented as having two arms, with the goddess Lakshmi
seated on his left lap, while an image of Bishvaksen which
closes the list of the divine figures of Vishnu, be made to
wield the celestial ring weapon, gada (glub} a plough and a
conch shell in his four arms. The whole picture (as
delineated in stanzas 23—24) is to be construed as a mystic
representation of the first coming of the universe into being*
There lay expanded the infinity of the primordial narar
(water of the devine energy) coeternal with the immutable
self of Narayan (the receptacle of nara or the forces of
the universe), and From his umbilicus, round which in a man,
according to the spiritual psychology of the Brahmans, the
firy plextts knows as Duskadal chakra is placed, and which,
by analogy in this case, represents the centre ol Ibe
Ktftitic and necessarily that of the Caloric energy of the
universe as well, springs up the lotus stem, the material
essence terminating in a foil blown lotus flower,—the
evolving, external; or material aspect of Nature, its petals
standing for ibe order of evolution, whkh it shall have to
go threap subject to tbe control of tho God of fate

